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1921-1945: Centralization

The context. In 1919, technical education was legislated with
the adoption of the Industrial Education Act. Around this time, lower daytime
technical education continued to be a relatively independent and rather
decentralized subsystem of a centralized State educational system. The adoption
of the act conditioned the subsystem's further development and raised new
questions. The act put little restraints on lower technical craft schools. At the same
time, State subsidy was raised to 70 % of the costs. This implied that it was more
attractive to found new technical craft schools. The number of schools, and
subsequently the number of students, could be expected to rise. Due to the act,
lower technical education had become more closely related to the State. The act
was a compromise between detailed State regulation and total freedom of private
initiative. The final act contained little regulation, but covered many topics that
could be further regulated by decrees. The question was how this intended
equilibrium would develop, and how the relation between State regulation on the
one hand, and private initiative on the other would evolve. As a result of the act,
lower technical education was also weakly related to the general educational
system. A consequence of the legislation of industrial education was its official
incorporation as a subsystem within the existing educational system. The larger
system was rather centralized and furcated along denominational lines. The
question was whether the subsystem of technical education would influence the
characteristics of the general system, and what the relation between the smaller
subsystem and the greater national system would be.

The environment. The relation of the subsystem of lower technical education
with the environment, i.e. the State and the economy, had been close around 1920.
The period 1921-1945 was characterized by severe economical and political crises
. The urge after World War I for social, political, and economical renewal only1)

lasted for a short period of time. As a result of suffrage for all adult men in 1917,
and adult women in 1919, as well as the system of equal representation as laid
down in the Constitution of 1917, the number of political parties in Parliament
expanded. None of the parties was able to reach a majority . This implied that2)

government coalitions needed to be formed. The political parties to be considered
for a coalition were the Catholics, two Protestant parties, the conservative
Liberals, the left-wing Liberals, and the Social Democrats. The first governments
during this period were formed by the denominational parties. After 1925,
governments had an extra-parliamentarian character. They usually consisted of
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representatives of the denominational parties, supplemented with ministers from
other parties or independent ministers. The Social Democrats remained out of
government until 1939. The outbreak of World War II was followed by the nazi-
German military invasion and occupation of the Netherlands in 1940. The
occupation lasted five years . Queen Wilhelmina and her family remained in3)

exile, and the Government was moved to London. The main effects of the
occupation were the deportation of Jewish people, military and ideological
repression, restriction of private organizations, forced labour, and a severe
economic set-back.

The economic situation deteriorated in the early twenties. As a result, State
expenses were the object of budget restrictions. The economic crisis of 1929 had
an even more radical impact during the thirties. Government policy aimed at the
protection of the Dutch guilder and against inflation. For several years, the State
budget was heavily burdened. As a result of the economic crises, the
unemployment rate rose quickly. It was difficult for young people to acquire a job
after leaving school. Many, mainly small companies and trades were forced out
of business. In 1930, 2,4 million people were economically active, and 0,1 million
were unemployed. In 1936, the latter number had risen to almost 0,6 million .4)

Due to the rise of the unemployment rate, the supply of labourers exceeded the
demand by far. Skilled labourers had an advantage. Since small, craft-like trades
suffered most from economic depression, the need for skilled craftsmen shifted to
men who could be employed in the larger factories, and who were cheaper. The
effects of the economic circumstances were less Government funding for
education, a decrease in employment, an increase in the need for skilled technical
labourers, and a shift in need towards cheaper labourers in factories. Dutch
economy suffered even more as a result of the foreign occupation during the war.

The educational system. The relation of lower technical education with the
general educational system was weak in 1920. The educational system was
reformed by the following events: a new article on education in the Constitution
of 1917, the establishment of an independent Department of Education, Arts and
Science in 1918, the formation of an advisory Council on Education in 1919, the
adoption of the Industrial Education Act in 1919, and a new Primary Education
Act in 1920 .5)

The new Constitution and Primary Education Act had solved the school issue
politically, through equal financial treatment of public and private education. The
compromise was labelled as a pacification, and consequently, was carefully
guarded by the involved parties. Although the school struggle was resolved as a
political issue, it continued at the local level. Within just over a decade, private
denominational schools outnumbered public neutral schools. Between 1920 and
1930, the number of students in private primary schools rose from 45 to 62 % .6)

As the Constitution of 1917 only mentioned education for general purposes and
disregarded craft education , the pacification only concerned primary and general7)

secondary education. Religion was not yet a relevant environmental factor for
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technical education. However, the polarization around the school issue was
accompanied by a thorough furcation of Dutch society along lines of conviction.
In every sector of society, such as political parties, trade unions, cultural
organizations, broadcasting organizations, newspapers, and sport organizations,
the ideological streams were organized separately. The Protestants and Catholics
were organized in this manner in every part of society. The non-denominational
streams were either separately organized into social democrat and liberal streams,
or jointly as a neutral one, e.g. in education. This furcation or pillarization
[verzuiling] of Dutch society  had already affected primary and secondary8)

education. As a consequence, industrial education was also likely to become
affected.

The newly formed Department of Education was soon the most expensive
department of the annual State budget. It had a lot of trouble keeping control of
costs . The increase of expenses was caused, among other things, by the financial9)

equality between public and private primary education, and the legislation of
private industrial education. Private schools had a right to State subsidy, but the
State had no control over their number. After 1920, the number of private schools
to be subsidized increased rapidly. Another reason for the high expenses was
teachers' salaries and pensions, which had been adjusted and guaranteed around
1920. As a result of the need for budget control, a technical revision of the
Primary Education Act took place in 1922. The revision included a suspension of
a seventh year of compulsory schooling (the suspension ended in 1929), a halt to
the renewal of the training of primary school teachers, and a raise of the student-
teacher rate. In the thirties, the policy of budget control even led to an increase in
class size in primary education and salary cuts for all teachers. Proposed changes
of law were mainly defended by the urge of restricting expenses. The Government
abstained from any renewal of structure and contents of the educational system.
Only in 1937 was the Secondary Education Act changed to incorporate the schools
for commercial trade . In the same period, the number of regulations for the10)

enforcement and implementation of legal matters increased significantly. Before
long, the Department had an image of being obsessed with rules of control . Its11)

policy was the object of heavy criticism from educational interest groups, as the
pacification and other accomplishments from 1917-1920 each had their advocates
and as teachers had become well-organized. Any attempt to cut expenses was
encountered by protest from groups with impeded interests.

The pacification and legislation of 1917-1920 had not changed the centralized
character of the Dutch educational system dramatically. On the one hand, private
primary education and private industrial education were stimulated. On the other
hand, the role of the State was extended at the cost of lower authorities. The
Government policy for budget cuts in the twenties and thirties advanced State
involvement even more, stressing the system's originally centralized character.
Despite the initial possibility for more differentiation and specialization,
unification and systematization increased significantly. The legislation of
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industrial education implied its incorporation in the existing centralized
educational system, furcated along denominational lines. Industrial education
shared its non-denominational character with public education, but differed from
it with regard to its relation to authorities. It differed from other private education
by its non-denominational character. Viewed from the system level, this presented
a contradiction. It would be expected that the smaller subsystem of industrial
education was forced to take over the characteristics of the greater national
system, namely furcation to denomination and more control by the State.

The issues. The conditioning effects of the initial situation and the
environmental changes led to major interaction on lower technical education. The
main issues of interaction were the following. A first issue was the elaboration of
the craft schools. The Industrial Education Act facilitated private initiative and,
as a result, new schools and new professional courses in existing schools could be
established, and more students could be attracted. Related issues to the elaboration
of craft schools were the professionalism of teachers, and the distinction between
lower and middle technical education.

As the economic and political circumstances did not allow any rise in State
subsidies and the official policy was aimed at cutting expenditure, the second issue
was the Government's attempts to control the costs of industrial education. These
attempts were also a likely result of the conditioning by the centralized general
educational system. The relatively independent position of the subsystem, and its
decentralized character were obstacles to this tendency of control. A severe
collision between private initiative and State policies could be expected. As part
of the process of State control, several aspects of industrial education, such as the
automatism and extent of State subsidy, course duration, and the age for
admission in relation to primary education, were debated. A third issue, following
the furcation of society and education, was the relation of industrial education
with religion, and the possibility of denominational technical craft schools.

The relations between interest groups could be expected to shift from
contingency to necessity, as groups were conditioned by State regulation, and
because of the possibility of law alterations and Ministerial decrees. The role of
private groups would diminish. As State financing had increased and as technical
craft schools had acquired a guaranteed support from municipalities, schools
depended less on private financial contributions. The role of private organizations
would shift to staffing the school board, and acting as an interested party on both
local and national level. While external organizations had to take a step
backwards, professional organizations of teachers, directors, and school boards
gained influence. Besides the Dutch Union of Teachers of Vocational Education,
new teachers' organizations were formed along denominational lines. Around
1921, a Roman Catholic association of teachers in industrial education was
founded, ten years later followed by a Protestant one. Furthermore, other
professional and administrative groups, such as the inspectorate and advisory
committees would become more prominent. With the increase of relevant groups,
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groups' interests would become more diverse. Given the financial-economical
circumstances, the interests of the political groups and those of professional
groups would often be contradictory.

The next section presents the interaction in a rough chronological order, in
which the issues appear repeatedly. Given the importance of Government policy
during this period, the chronology is largely determined by the terms of Ministers
of Education.

The interaction. The implementation of the Industrial Education Act
(1921-1925). J.Th. de Visser, responsible for the adoption of the Industrial
Education Act, remained Minister of Education, Arts, and Sciences until 1925. In
August 1921, the Industrial Education Act was officially brought into effect on the
1st of January 1921 retrospectively . The time between the act's parliamentary12)

adoption in 1919 and its enforcement in 1921 had been used to elaborate several
topics. In 1921, six Royal Decrees were published, covering topics such as
teaching qualifications and examinations, teachers' legal status, courses, and
conditions for State subsidy. State subsidized schools required Ministerial
approval for curriculum and timetables. The entry requirements to lower industrial
education were sufficient primary education and an age of twelve years .13)

The legislation set standards for subjects to be taught at specific industrial
schools, not by their subscription in the act or in decrees, but indirectly by
definition of teaching qualifications and examinations. For lower technical
education, the decrees mentioned teaching qualifications for the following
subjects: I) natural sciences and mechanics, II) drawing, III) constructional
drawing, IV) mechanical and smithery drawing, V) electrotechnical drawing, X
a) furniture design, b) carpentry, c) masonry, d) stone masonry, e) painting, f)
furnishing, g) papering and upholstering, h) fitting, j) mechanical fitting, k)
electrotechnics, l) type-setting, m) typography, n) bookbinding and gilding, o)
tailoring, and p) shoemaking (Roman numbers indicate the theoretical and
drawing subjects, while letters regard the practical subjects). Besides these
subjects, general subjects from extended primary education and secondary
education were taught . Together, they formed the school curriculum.14)

Theoretically, schools were free to insert subjects into the curriculum. However,
the Minister defined teaching qualifications and had to approve the curriculum,
the timetable, and their changes. In fact, schools had little freedom to include new
subjects. Instead, they had the liberty to undertake changes in a specific subject.
On the 6th of July 1922, the prescriptions for the curricula and timetables were
issued by Ministerial Decree. The formal school curriculum should include the
professions, crafts or skills which a school trained for, course duration, number
of weekly lessons, subjects, weekly lessons per subject in each year, a description
of the subject matter, and entry requirements. The school curriculum should offer
a continuation of general education, gradually relating it to the subject, craft or
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skills trained at the school .15)

A local school had to deal extensively with Department officials. The school
annually needed to request State subsidy according to the general prescriptions.
The officials tested the requests against the formal requirements. After a subsidy
was granted, the officials controlled the actual expenses of industrial schools,
especially teachers' salaries. The officials were hardly involved with policy making

. The inspectorate supervised the structure and the contents of industrial16)

education. As the training of industrial teachers was not structured, care for the
quality of education and teaching was even more prominent than for other
inspectorates . Soon after the implementation of the Industrial Education Act,17)

the number of inspectors increased. The inspectorate divided tasks according to
type of education (industrial education for boys or girls) and region. The first
inspector of industrial education, H.J. de Groot, was appointed co-ordinating
inspector-general. The inspectors were important for schools due to their
administrative knowledge and expertise. An inspector's advice was worthwhile in
the procedure for admitting newly founded industrial schools . The Minister18)

often depended on their professional advice.
Twice during De Visser's rule, the Act underwent major changes. In 1921, the

Industrial Education Act was adapted to municipal obligations for financing
industrial schools. The procedure for admitting new schools and new branches at
existing schools was clarified. The Minister would approve a request for State
subsidy after receiving advice from the Council on Education, considering the
need for the school and the consequences in respect to State finances.
Furthermore, the financing of students at a school from municipalities other than
the main one was regulated . Although the change of the act was merely a19)

technicality, it provided the Minister with more power to accept a school
previously rejected by the local municipality .20)

The advisory Council on Education had four divisions, one of them regarding
industrial education. This division had only a few members who had little
knowledge on industrial education in its entirety. The division had neither been
consulted on the Industrial Education Act, nor on the Royal Decrees for
implementing the act. As the division did not take any initiative, it led a
slumbering existence. On one occasion, only two members remained . In the21)

twenties, the Council on Education's advice on State subsidies was merely a
formality.

The second change of the Industrial Education Act was more profound,
leading to a halt to new schools. The original act stated that each school satisfying
the norms would receive State subsidy. The effect was that many new schools or
branches at existing schools were proposed. Most industrial schools were private.
A local organization with the goal of maintaining a technical or industrial school
was quite easily founded. In the larger cities, the school boards proposed new
schools. The founding organizations before 1919 were usually neutral
organizations of industrialists or workers. After 1921, denominational
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organizations also became active although at first in evening education. After the
new Primary Education Act of 1920, their activity was stimulated by the
movement to found new denominational primary schools . The result was that22)

the Department was confronted with an increase in the number of schools and
branches to be subsidized. Furthermore, the total costs of schools rose, due to
better salary and pension arrangements and an increase in number of students.
Within three years, the budget almost tripled to nearly five million (table 6.1).

year 1919 1920 1921 1922

State subsidy ƒ 1.763.958 ƒ 2.226.780 ƒ 4.136.630 ƒ 4.858.295

Table 6.1: State subsidy for technical craft schools
on the budget, 1919-1922 23)

In 1922 already, the Minister started to refuse State subsidy to several new
schools eligible for State subsidy on grounds of the Industrial Education Act, only
for financial reasons. All in all, more than 150 requests for State subsidy were
refused in 1922 and 1923. Sixteen requests regarded lower technical craft schools,
while the others regarded evening education or industrial schools for girls.
Subsequently, the Minister was severely criticized by Members of Parliament. The
criticism held that the act did not allow the Minister any independent authority to
refuse subsidy, and emanated from the fear that many schools were not viable
without State subsidy. Members of Parliament even requested and received from
the Minister a list with schools that were refused State subsidy. The Minister
defended his policy by referring to the necessity of his approval . At the end of24)

1922, the Dutch Union of Teachers of Vocational Education, which after the
passage of the Industrial Education Act had changed its name to Dutch Union of
(male and female) Teachers of Industrial Education [Nederlandschen Bond van
Leeraren en Leeraressen bij het Nijverheidsonderwijs], also protested to the
Minister against the halt to extensions. The results of this halt would be worse
teaching conditions and a denial to admit an increasing number of students .25)

In 1923 and 1924, additional budget cuts were sought as a result of the
economic situation. Officials' and teachers' salaries were the victims of these cuts.
A 1923 revision of the Royal Decree on their legal status required teachers in
industrial education to teach more lessons a week without a rise in salary. A full
appointment for a lower technical craft school's teacher consisted of 38½ lessons
instead of 35 in practical subjects, and 35 lessons instead of 30 in theoretical and
drawing subjects . The Minister of Finance, W. Kan, and his chief treasurer, A.26)

van Doorninck, even proposed to withdraw State subsidy from one sixth of the
industrial schools. Minister De Visser wrote to his colleague that he did not
consider such a step, but that he did refuse State subsidy to new schools .27)

The cuts were only the beginning of further restrictions. Due to a change in
pensions for directors and teachers of industrial education, the Industrial
Education Act had to be revised in 1924. On this occasion, other revisions were
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also proposed. The most important was a change in the article which regulated the
industrial schools' financing. Originally, this article stated that the Minister would
provide 70 % of the net costs if the other 30 % of costs were guaranteed by the
municipality. In 1924, Minister De Visser proposed to edit the article as such, that
the Minister could provide this subsidy, implying that this provision was optional.
The Minister defended this change by stating that a request for State subsidy
should not only be judged on educational interests, but also on the general
financial strength of the treasury . The proposed change encountered severe28)

criticism from several Members of Parliament. They found that the original article
had formulated the right to State subsidy. The refusal of State subsidy, as had been
the practice in the last two years, was regarded as a violation of the law.
Furthermore, realization of the proposal would lead to an increase in the
Minister's authority. In his reply, the Minister denied the automatism of State
subsidy. He pointed at the change in the act in 1921 in which the final decision
on State subsidy was given to the Minister. A system of subsidy in which local
municipalities and organizations could freely dispose of State finances was
unacceptable. The Minister applied the right of veto only to the question whether
State subsidy was provided, but not to its amount. Almost three weeks later, the
Minister proposed a new article to legitimate the refusal of State subsidy to newly
founded schools. Article 11 of the Act of revisions and additions stated that
industrial schools, opened after the 1st of May 1924, as well as extensions of the
housing-room of industrial schools already subsidized by the State would not
receive any State subsidy, with the exception of special cases. A proposal to
formulate the article in such a manner that the Minister could provide State
subsidy was rejected by Parliament in favour of the old formulation, which stated
that the Minister would provide such a subsidy . The Act of revisions and29)

additions, including the new Article 11, was adopted by Parliament and published
on the 18th of July 1924 . The actual consequence was a halt to new industrial30)

schools, and new courses or branches at the existing schools. For this reason, the
act was known as the Stop Act.

The Stop Act was repeatedly denounced by both professional and private
groups and a number of politicians. For instance, in 1926, a Congress for
Industrial Education, organized by the Union of Teachers of Industrial Education
and attended by politicians and educationists, adopted a motion which pointed to
the need of industrial education for the expanding industry. The motion
formulated three requests: withdrawal of Article 11 from the Act of 1924 to enable
the required extensions of schools and the foundation of new ones, better
regulation of the teachers' salaries, and a better system of deliberation with the
department on affairs regarding industrial education .31)

The Minister also declared a policy regarding denominational industrial
schools. The denominational political parties did not agree on this issue. Catholics
wanted State subsidized denominational private schools. The second Protestant
faction, to which Minister De Visser belonged, wanted public and private
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denominational schools only with respect to primary education and parts of
general secondary education, and not in industrial education . In 1924, De32)

Visser stated publicly that he would regret it if the distinction between neutral and
denominational education, justified in primary and general secondary education,
would pervade industrial education . He stressed that the structure of industrial33)

education and its legal regulation started from the idea that denominational beliefs
did not need to be accentuated. He warned against the financial consequences of
such a furcation, and emphasized the complete impartiality and versatility of this
type of education.

An important deficit in the legislation concerned the training of industrial
teachers. In 1925, for this reason, the Union of Teachers of Industrial Education
formed a committee on teachers' training, consisting of members of all relevant
organizations regarding industrial education. The Union supplied the committee's
chairman and secretary. Although an elaborate system of teacher examinations
existed, no formal training had been established. In 1928, the committee sent a
report to the Minister proposing evening training courses with theoretical subjects.
Only people with sufficient theoretical background (at least having completed
extended primary education), three years of practical experience, and 19 years of
age could be admitted .34)

Denominational schools and course duration (1926-1929). From March
1926 till August 1929, the Roman Catholic mayor M.A.M. Waszink was Minister
of Education, Arts, and Sciences . His general stand appeared from his response35)

to repeated requests by Members of Parliament to withdraw Article 11 from the
Act of 1924 concerning a stop on subsidies to new schools or school departments

. The Minister did not adhere to these requests mainly for two reasons. The first36)

was that of the State's financial situation. The second was that he wanted to await
a Governmental committee's proposals for retrenchment of State expenses.

Waszink was responsible for the introduction of the issue of denominational
furcation in industrial education. The Stop Act allowed the Minister to make
exceptions to the rule that no new schools were allowed subsidy. The State budget
for 1928 contained such exceptions for a Catholic technical craft school in
Rotterdam and a Protestant school in The Hague. Until that time, daytime private
technical schools had been neutral, that is non-denominational . Members of37)

Parliament objected to the ministerial exceptions. They warned against the
financial consequences of furtherance of denominational industrial schools and
regarded other schools as more urgent for new State subsidy . The Minister38)

answered that a furcation of industrial schools according to denomination was
objectionable. However, in the larger cities such a furcation did not have any
financial consequences, as costs were the same, regardless of the neutral,
Protestant, or Catholic nature of the supporting organization . This argument39)

was rather pragmatic. On another occasion, however, the Minister defended the
exception of granting State subsidy to denominational schools on more principal
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grounds, by referring to spiritual and religious diversity. As all education
contributed to personal development, the nature of the school was relevant for
spiritual cultivation. It was granted, therefore, that parents strived for schools with
teachers of their own denomination . In 1928 again, the Minister supported the40)

idea of denominational schools in larger cities to meet parents' need for teachers
of the same conviction, and a sphere corresponding to their religious feelings .41)

One of the private organizations promoting denominational industrial schools was
the Roman Catholic Central Bureau of Education [R.K. Centraal Bureau voor
Onderwijs en Opvoeding]. The Bureau legitimated the foundation of such schools
on the basis of the relation between technical advancement and personal
development. Besides, inequality existed because industrial schools did not receive
any State subsidy for denominational schools, contrary to schools for post-primary
general education .42)

The duration of courses at lower technical craft schools formed a new point
of debate. In 1927 and 1928, a reduction of course duration from three to two
years was proposed from two points of view. In Rotterdam, the school board
proposed a two year course experiment at a new technical craft school. In this city,
many new students were refused admission due to a lack of school capacity. In
December 1926, the Minister gave permission and subsidy to this school as an
exception to the Stop Act, supporting the idea of a two year course. The school
board supported the two year course experiment for three reasons. First, the costs
per student were reduced and consequently, the student capacity could be
increased with 50 % for the same amount. Second, families from the lower classes
were supposed to prefer a two year course to allow their sons to earn income
sooner. This argument was supported by the circumstance that many students left
school during the third year in order to earn income. Third, this type of education
was not considered suitable job preparation, as most workers in the metal industry
had not attended the technical craft school. The schools in Rotterdam took the
example of the schools in Amsterdam which out of financial reasons had a two
year course for a longer period of time. The majority of the municipal board of
Rotterdam initially supported the idea of the school board . Besides this local43)

initiative, the Minister on his own initiative challenged the duration of courses as
well. On the 15th and 16th of July 1927, the Minister had a meeting with board
members, directors, and organizations of teachers with regard to two questions:
a better dissemination of subject matter in time, particularly with regard to
drawing for jobs, and a course duration of two instead of three years. The Minister
argued for two year courses with the following arguments: the industrial schools
in Amsterdam had achieved good results with two year courses, the students
earned money one year earlier, and more students could be accepted . At least44)

one of the directors supported this view at this meeting .45)

The debate on the duration of courses was continued in Parliament. The issue
was discussed at the occasion of the 1928 budget on education. When asked, the
Minister stated that he had not yet made a general proposal for a reduction of
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course duration, but that he occasionally urged schools to do so. He pointed at the
need for re-organization of drawing and theoretical subjects, and the good results
with two year courses in Amsterdam. He did not fear that young people entered
the work place at too young an age, or with less qualifications. He supported a
more rapid transition from school to work, a restriction of training at industrial
schools to manual labour instead of exercise with every new machine, a rise in the
number of students that could be admitted, and a more rapid earning for young
people and their parents . In 1928, the Union of Teachers of Industrial46)

Education spoke out against the proposal to cut the course duration from three to
two years . It held a local meeting in Rotterdam and sent an address. The47)

Association of Directorates of Industrial Schools [Vereniging van Directies van
Nijverheidsscholen] also sent addresses to the Minister arguing against two year
courses, pointing to the rapid technological development which altered and raised
the level of required skills .48)

The local result of the protests was that the municipal board in Rotterdam
decided that the new school had three year and, as an experiment, two year
courses, depending on the relation of the specific trade with the industry . The49)

national debate was settled for the time being when the Minister declared in
Parliament that he considered course duration as an educational issue only . The50)

implication was that the Minister did not regard it as a national or financial issue.
As an educational issue, the local school boards were competent. In August 1928,
the Minister's view, including his arguments for two year courses, was voiced once
again in a ministerial circular letter to the schools . On the occasion of the 192951)

budget, the Minister repeated that he did not want to issue any coercive
prescriptions, as schools, e.g. schools in smaller towns as compared to schools in
larger cities and industrial centres, were not in the same position. He found that
the curricula of technical craft schools were susceptible to curtailment . After the52)

Minister's circular letter from August 1928, the National Union of Trade
Associations, NVV, sent an address to the Minister, opposing the reduction in
course duration. The Union argued that three year courses were seen as necessary
by industries and their workers. Industrial education was a type of education
intended and fit for the workers, and a reduction in course duration would degrade
it. The Union found maintenance of the actual course duration necessary, and
asked for increase in the number of industrial schools and apprenticeship systems

.53)

Retrenchment, the Stop Act, and duration of courses (1930-1933). From
August 1929 till May 1933, the Protestant teacher and jurist J. Terpstra was
Minister of Education. Terpstra was confronted with the need for lesser expenses
as a result of the economic crisis. Terpstra was advised by State Committees and
officials to find new ways to cut State expenses. In 1925, a State Committee had
been installed to advise and propose measures to cut State expenses. This
committee was named the Retrenchment Committee [bezuinigingscommissie] or,
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after its chairman, the Pop Committee. It was the successor of the Rink Committee
from 1920 until 1925 which had already been active with proposals to provide less
State subsidy to industrial education. In 1927, the Pop Committee had installed
a subcommittee on industrial education, the so called Westerveld Committee.

On request, early 1930, the Westerveld Committee published a separate
advice regarding the continuation of the Stop Article in the Industrial Education
Act. The advice proposed a withdrawal of the Stop Article . The Pop Committee54)

commented on the Westerveld Committee's advice. It stated that the rapid growth
of industrial schools, and that the national financial situation required a halt to the
number of schools. However, as an inquiry about the desired re-organization of
industrial education took too long to postpone necessary expansion, the Stop
Article could be withdrawn under the guarantee that only additional schools were
allowed that were really necessary. Specifically, the Committee argued against
State subsidy for schools founded on grounds other than that of the demand of
education. This implied that the Committee did not want any State subsidy for
schools that were primarily founded on the basis of denominational motives .55)

In its final advice of 1931, the Westerveld Committee stated that some parts
of industrial education were too costly, that some schools contributed to over-
production of knowledge, and that the actual needs of skilled labourers were not
always taken into account. It wanted improved directives for State subsidies to
prevent unnecessary costs by State subsidized schools. Furthermore, the
Committee argued for harmonization of type and range of industrial schools. It
argued against State subsidies for denominational industrial schools, as the
recognition of such schools would lead to their dispersion and dissipation . With56)

regard to the complaint of insufficiently prepared students, the Committee
proposed a compulsory entry examination besides the required twelve years of age.
The schools in lower technical education should take into account the needs of the
rapidly growing big industries, implying more attention for machines and less for
craft labour. Presumably, this could lead to a reduction of the duration of courses.
The Committee proposed two year courses besides three year courses, with a
common first year. The two year courses trained for manufactural labour. An
overall reduction in course duration was not deemed advisable as in cities and
regions with a smaller specialization of labour a more all-round worker was
needed, to be trained in a three year course. The Committee also recommended
subjects at technical craft schools. It wanted simplification of drawing, less or no
time for bookkeeping, stylistics, wood-carving and calligraphics, calculation
instead of mathematics, and more time for science and mechanics, first aid, and
physical education. In its second advice, the Committee proposed to reduce the
number of teaching qualifications and examinations by combining some
certificates. Moreover, it proposed to set up preliminary examinations and hold
examinations for some less demanded qualifications only once in two years
instead of annually .57)

Minister Terpstra had to deal with the conclusions of the Pop and Westerveld
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Committees. Their recommendations were not immediately realized. A new State
Committee for the reduction of State expenses, the Welter Committee, was
installed in 1931 to replace the Pop Committee and a re-organization committee
of officials. The Welter Committee had to make proposals for a permanent and
substantial reduction in State expenses. It was composed of top officials and
outstanding private individuals. The Welter Committee would also look at the
possibility of cuts on the expenses for industrial education, especially the duration
of courses. The Minister, however, already followed the recommendation of a
reduced course duration by only granting State subsidy to new industrial schools
on the condition that they provided a two year course. From 1931 onwards, at least
20 schools were founded on this condition, which implied greater differences
between schools . The Westerveld Committee's advice to withdraw the Stop58)

Article was adopted by the Minister in a proposal for revision of the act. The
reduction of the number of teaching certificates was incidentally realized in new
decrees. The Minister disagreed with both committees on the undesirability of
denominational industrial schools. He had considerable objections against a lack
of denominational schools, because the act did not forbid them, and because he
expected Parliament would disapprove . Protestant Minister Terpstra, therefore,59)

took a stand between the Catholic faction, that preferred denominational schools
on principal grounds, and the non-denominational groups that opposed them.
Terpstra had neither principal objections nor motives, and treated the issue
pragmatically.

The ideological or denominational character of vocational schools was also
discussed by the main trade unions at a congress on vocational training in 1931.
The trade unions agreed that they should have more influence on the foundation
and management of vocational schools. However, they disagreed on the desired
nature of these schools. Especially the spokesmen of the Roman Catholic Workers
Union [R.K. Werklieden Verbond, RKWV] argued that vocational schools in the
Catholic spirit should be established as these schools participated in the general
education of the children. This also implied the furcation of industrial education.
This view was criticized with the argument that vocational training was
predominant in industrial schools, and that furcation of these schools according
to denomination would result in dispersion. The spokesmen from the Christian
National Trade Union [Christelijk Nationaal Vakverbond, CNV] still referred to
the original view of Kuyper, namely that the vocational training was most
important in vocational schools. A second point of discussion in this committee
concerned the role of the State and private initiative. Members of the National
Union of Trade Associations, NVV, argued for State responsibility, but received
little support . Again, the Protestants took a position between the Catholic and60)

neutral streams. The Social Democrats also opposed the denominational furcation
of industrial education, and advocated co-operation of organizations of bosses and
workers .61)

In 1931, the Minister's proposal for revision of the Industrial Education Act
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was adopted. The major change regarded the procedure to found and subsidize
schools, and implied an extensive control on private initiative. Each request had
to pass the municipal council, the relevant division of the Council on Education,
and finally the Minister. Furthermore, the article of the 1924 Act regarding a halt
to new schools or school extensions was withdrawn. At the same time, the act was
changed to hold two criteria for the decision regarding new schools: on the one
hand its necessity, and on the other the available State resources. Finally, the act
changed the procedure of appeal for discharged teachers by introducing
committees of appeal . The almost absolute halt to new schools or school62)

extensions was, therefore, replaced by a very conditioned prospect. Compared to
the situation before 1924, the possible denial of a new school on grounds of the
available State resources was explicitly mentioned in the revised act.

The Council on Education had acquired an advisory task on the enforcement
of the Industrial Education Act in the revision of 1931. However, its advisory role
confined itself to minor points in the Act's application . The Council and its63)

division for industrial education were more active after a re-organization in 1931.
Three subdivisions were installed, one of them for lower industrial education and
the apprenticeship system for boys. In the thirties, the only issue on which the
division was annually consulted, was the provision of subsidies to new schools. In
this, it was confronted with the debate on the desirability of denominational
furcation of industrial education. One of the division's Catholic members
advocated denominational schools from the point of view of the craftspeople's
general education. One of the neutral members advocated a small number of
larger schools instead of a great number of small schools differentiated according
to denominations. The Minister regarded the Council as an impartial advisory
body. In practice, the division did not take any principal stand on this issue .64)

Besides the Westerveld Committee, the idea of two year courses was also
considered by the Christian National Trade Union, CNV. In a 1931 report on
industrial education and training, the Industrial Education Act was praised, and
the Stop Article was denounced. The report's main proposal was the revision of
course duration at technical craft schools to two full or, even better, four half
years. The results of the few existing schools with two year courses were regarded
as satisfactory, and the main advantage of shorter courses was the increase in
number of students. The report was discussed by several other organizations,
among them the larger National Union of Trade Associations, NVV. In 1932, in
co-operation with youth and educational organizations, the Union published a
report on craft education and apprentice training, presumably in reaction to the
CNV report. The main conclusion was compulsory education until the age of 18,
with the possibility of craft education for all young people after 14 years of age,
either at schools or at the work place in combination with schooling. Technical
craft schools, to be founded and maintained by the State, should have a three or
four year course duration depending on the specific trade . In 1933, the Union65)

even dedicated its congress to the subject of craft education .66)
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Associations of teachers also reacted on the CNV report. In 1931, an
Association of Christian Teachers of Industrial Education [Vereniging van
Christelijke Leraren en Leraressen bij het Nijverheidsonderwijs in Nederland en
Koloniën] was founded . The Association was concerned with industrial67)

education and its Christian personnel. It accepted both teachers and directors who
subscribed to this aim. The Association turned itself against the CNV's proposal
for a conversion from three year technical education courses to two year courses
and published a counter report. The Union of Teachers of Industrial Education
fiercely objected to the CNV's plans. The Union founded its objections on the
contents of courses . In 1931, a committee of the Union published a report on the68)

subjects and teaching hours in technical education. This committee proceded from
a three year course for several reasons. Young people should not enter the work
place too soon, they should learn to make component objects, they should postpone
a definitive choice of profession, and they should take time to assimilate the
subject matter and prepare for their task as adults. Moreover, training at the work
place usually required also three to four years. The number of weekly lessons for
students in the three year course was 35 in the first year and 38½ in the second
and third year. The subjects were grouped into six fields: practice, specialized
drawing (linear, projection, professional drawing), drawing in general, knowledge
of materials, professional theory, and general subjects. More than half of the
lessons were spent on practice .69)

In 1931, the Association for Vocational Training of Craftsmen organized a
National Congress on issues of vocational training. The Congress was held in
December 1931, and many organizations and authorities participated. Even Queen
Wilhelmina's daughter Juliana visited and addressed the Congress. The Congress
dealt with vocational education for both boys and girls. Around 30 issues were
discussed in the divisions and committees of the Congress . The main point of70)

discussion in the committee on the Industrial Education Act was the possibility
and desirability of two year courses besides the common three year courses.
Spokesmen of the Boards' Union of Associations providing Industrial Education
argued that in specific local circumstances a two year course was more
recommendable than a three year course. This viewpoint was criticized because
of the vagueness of the desired circumstances, the need for thorough training that
put the child in the fore, and the expected social inequalities between two and
three year courses . Compared to the initial debate on course duration in 192771)

and 1928, the debate in the early thirties was largely a discussion between private
and professional organizations. The main argument was between increase in the
number of students and protection of educational standards.

In 1932, the Welter Committee published its report. The Committee, referring
to the previous report of the Westerveld Committee, pointed at the rapid and
uncontrolled growth of industrial education, accompanied by a lack of
organization, objectives, and financial insight. Therefore, it proposed a general
revision of the Industrial Education Act. It wanted to keep freedom of private
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initiative, but private parties should bear a greater part of the costs, implying a
reduction in the percentage of State subsidy. The Committee proposed to reduce
the costs of personnel at technical craft schools by 10 %, and at household and
industrial schools by 25 %. It also proposed to reduce the variable part of the
material costs by 15 %. This reduction did not include a general cutback in the
wages of officials, which would also apply to personnel of industrial schools. In
sum, the proposed measures would mean a 17 % cut in the budget for industrial
education. With regard to technical craft schools, the Committee proposed to halt
unnecessary courses, fuse smaller schools into bigger ones, restrict subjects and
courses, reduce the number of teaching hours, limit the subject-matter, and
increase the average number of students. Most specifically, the Committee
proposed the replacement of three year courses with two year courses . The72)

Committee mentioned that the level of vocational schools was often regarded as
too high .73)

The publication of the Welter Committee's report caused fierce reactions. The
Union of Teachers of Industrial Education organized a protest meeting on the 1st
of October 1932. A motion was adopted to protest against the lack of expertise and
the lack of consultation, to point to the incompatibility with the intentions of the
Industrial Education Act, and to warn against a diminished level of industrial
education harming both future workers and general economic potency. The
proposed measures were rejected, and the Department and inspectorate were
requested not to effectuate the measures in the meantime . Furthermore, a joint74)

Committee of Action of ten organizations was formed. A manifesto was spread
and a protest meeting was organized. This meeting, taking place on the 12th of
November, also adopted a motion declaring that industrial education was most
seriously threatened in its vital interests, that the interests of the students, the
future workers, were harmed, and that people's economic ability was disregarded.
The meeting turned down the Welter Committee's proposals, as well as the
consequent steps the Government was taking in the meantime .75)

Minister Terpstra did not adopt all proposals of the Welter State Committee.
The total in cuts on industrial education proposed by the Committee had been
ƒ 1.837.000,-. At the 1933 budget, the Minister only cut ƒ 400.000,-. As the
Minister tried to avoid technical education, industrial education for girls had to
suffer most cuts. The measures with the most financial consequences were the
reduction of the weekly number of student lessons to an average of 36 lessons of
60 minutes, revision of school fee regulations, and streamlining the training for
the qualification of drawing teachers. Terpstra had no intention of reducing the
course duration, although he proposed to simplify industrial education for girls .76)

In 1932, higher norms for the number of students in school classes were
established by Ministerial Decree. The norms held an absolute minimum of 15
students in every class and a minimum average class size of 18 students . Until77)

1932, the cuts on industrial education mainly regarded an increase in the number
of lessons by teachers, an increase of the number of students in classes, and a
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decrease of teachers' salaries. Although the working conditions had deteriorated,
the contents of education had not yet been directly affected.

In the meantime, the position of lower technical education towards other types
of technical education was more pronounced. The Industrial Education Act had
made a distinction between lower and middle industrial education, however, the
relation between both types of education was not clearly defined. Middle industrial
education, among these some technical schools, presupposed some years of
general secondary or extended primary education. As completing the lower
technical craft school was not sufficient to enter middle technical education,
preparatory evening courses were established. Originally, these courses had a
duration of two years. In 1931, the Welter Committee proposed a limitation of the
number of preparatory courses and a reduction of its duration to one year. The
Minister followed these recommendations immediately, and ordered the
termination of three courses and a reduction of the duration of the other courses
to ten months . Organizations of industrial education co-operated, and made a78)

joint recommendation for a two year course of preparatory middle technical
education. However, with consent of the inspectorate the Minister only agreed to
a one year course .79)

In 1931, the Minister had established a Committee for Middle Technical
Education, with the inspector-general of industrial education, G. Hofstede, the
successor of De Groot, as chairman. The Committee had to investigate the
requirements and norms that middle technical education had to fulfil in order to
meet the demands of industrial life, and to make suggestions regarding the entry
requirements, the duration and organization of the courses, and the examinations.
The Committee consisted of 30 members, officials, professionals, and
industrialists, including the directors of all eleven schools of middle technical
education. The Committee's 1932 report proposed that students who had
completed the three year course of the higher citizen school should be directly
admitted to middle technical education. Other students with either a
predominantly theoretical or practical pre-education had to take an entry
examination. The committee did not regard lower industrial schools as regular
institute of preparation. Graduates from lower technical craft schools had
predominantly followed a practical training, and had to take the corresponding
examination . According to the Minister in 1933, the middle technical schools80)

gradually adopted the proposals of the Committee regarding their curricula, the
entry requirements, and the examination regulations . Around this time, lower81)

extended industrial education was also recognized. In 1933, the Minister
explained that this type of education belonged to lower industrial education. It
provided evening courses for young people who had completed the lower technical
craft school and had theoretical interests .82)

The duration of courses and the age of admission (1933-1939). From May
1933 till May 1935, left-wing Liberal jurist and politician H.P. Marchant was
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Minister of Education, Arts, and Sciences. He was succeeded by the Protestant
preacher J.R. Slotemaker de Bruïne who remained in office until July 1939 .83)

Marchant made an attempt to re-organize Dutch education, because he preferred
a change of the whole to a change of the parts. He proposed a new foundation of
the educational system. One of the types of education distinguished by Marchant
was education for specific purposes. It was more extensive than industrial
education, and included all types of arts education, education for commercial
trade, and education for agriculture, horticulture, and forestry. It was based on
general education and included both professional education and knowledge and
skills from general education. Marchant proposed to regulate education for
specific purposes in a separate act . Marchant's proposal was severely criticized84)

by the Council on Education and never became an official draft of law .85)

Minister Marchant was confronted with the actual discussion on duration of
courses. In reaction to Members of Parliament who feared a reduction of course
duration from three to two years, Marchant answered that no such reduction had
taken place, or was intended. Only at one school in Rotterdam had a reduction
been realized after a proposal of the school board and with the Minister's consent.
Marchant also mentioned some advantages and disadvantages of a possible
reduction. A school with reduced courses could educate 50 % more students. The
results of actual two year courses were satisfactory. However, it was doubtful
whether the total costs would be reduced due to more weekly lessons and more
students who subsequently attended evening school .86)

In 1933, teachers' unions visited the Minister, and expressed their concern at
the decline of industrial education and especially the threat of reduction in course
duration. The Minister asked the organizations for their opinion with regard to
raising the age of admission. After an inquiry among its members, the Association
of Christian Teachers of Industrial Education, regarded such a step acceptable in
the case of boys' education, but undesirable for girls' education. In general, the
Union of Teachers of Industrial Education welcomed a raise in age, as it ensured
that all students had completed seven years of primary schooling. However, due
to the severe economic circumstances, it expected an increase in student drop-out,
and advised the delay of such a measure until the Act on Compulsory Education
and the Labour Act were adjusted . In 1935, the issue became a political one.87)

The training of industrial education teachers continued to be unattended by
the State. In 1934, the Union of Teachers of Industrial Education took the
initiative for the foundation of the Dutch Institute for the Training of Teachers at
Industrial Education [Nederlandsch Instituut voor Opleiding van Leerkrachten bij
het Nijverheidsonderwijs] . After the formal recognition of the Institute, it88)

started courses at three locations . The number of associated organizations soon89)

increased to 23 local and national organizations, and a fourth training location
was well on its way .90)

Early 1935, Minister Marchant issued new directives for the number of
students in classes. Due to continued retrenchment, the numbers were higher than
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the numbers of 1932. The average class size should be at least 24 students. As the
classes were divided according to professional fields, and as some students would
not complete the course, classes consisted of at least 30 students at the beginning
of the course . Depending on the number of students, lessons in general subjects,91)

and sometimes in professional theory and drawing, were given in joint groups.
In 1935, due to the economical situation, the Government aimed at a general

decrease of State expenditure. It published a draft of law with proposals for a
range of budget items. Article 35 of the draft regarded industrial education, and
included two measures concerning lower industrial education. The first one was
raising the age of admission to lower industrial schools from twelve to 13 years
of age. The second was the reduction in course duration at lower industrial day
schools from three to two years, starting with the first new school year after the
1st of August 1935 . Minister Marchant's explanation was rather brief. He92)

pointed to the good results of the schools that already had a two year course, and
the increase of capacity without increase of costs. The accompanying raise of the
age of admission would compensate some negative effects of the reduction in
course duration . The argument of one of the former ministers that course93)

duration was a pedagogical issue, was no longer proclaimed.
After the publication of the draft of act to reduce the duration of courses from

three to two years, and to raise the age of admission to 13 years of age, the
Committee of Action of professional organizations was revived. The Union of
Teachers of Industrial Education, the Association of Directorates of Industrial
Schools, and the Association of Christian Teachers of Industrial Education
participated in this Committee . On the 13th of July, the Committee organized94)

a meeting which adopted a motion urging maintenance of the existing level of
industrial education, extension of this type of education as soon as possible, no
execution of plans for shorter courses and higher age of admission, and undoing
measures already taken to this end . The general trade unions also engaged in95)

the debate. The National Union of Trade Associations, NVV, sent an address to
the Minister in favour of the three year courses . The Roman Catholic Workers96)

Union, RKWV, also protested against the reduction of the course duration from
three to two years . It pointed at the lack of qualified personnel and the high rate97)

of youth unemployment. Generally, a three year course was deemed necessary .98)

The Society for Industry, called the Society for Industry and Trade from 1921
onwards  and still active in supporting local vocational schools, was believed to99)

be in favour of short courses . In sum, the groups in favour of reduced course100)

duration were a number of political groups and the large industrialists, while
professional organizations, the social democrats, and organizations of workers
were opposed. The Council on Education's division for industrial education was
not asked for advice on the distinct matters proposed for cutting expenses. Both
the division and the Council discussed the draft of act on their own initiative .101)

The preliminary reactions to the draft from Members of Parliament were
divided between consent and severe criticism. Raising the age of admission was
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mainly criticized with respect to industrial education for girls out of fear that
many girls refrained from attendance, because they had already completed the
years of compulsory education. The raise was disputed less for technical craft
schools, because of the nature of this education and the required physical abilities.
A differentiation into age of admission between schools for girls and boys was
suggested, just as the possibility of earlier admission if the seventh grade of
primary school had already been completed. The reduction in course duration was
criticized with regard to technical craft schools, mainly out of fear of its
devaluation. Several parliamentarians emphasized the general education required
for good workers. Some Members of Parliament completely rejected the reduction,
some wanted a three year course as a rule and two year courses as an exception,
and some fully consented to the proposed reduction .102)

The reply of Minister Slotemaker de Bruïne, who had succeeded Marchant
in the meantime, was more extensive than the original explanation. With regard
to the age of admission, he stressed the need for an adequate pre-education, and
he dismissed the negative effects of streaming through from primary to industrial
education, especially for girls. Therefore, the Minister did not want any distinction
according to type of education. He was only willing to change the age of
admission. A student could only be accepted at a lower industrial daytime school
when he or she was 13 years of age, or twelve years with proof of having
completed the seventh year of the primary school . With regard to the duration103)

of courses, the Minister disregarded the assumed negative effects. The schools in
Amsterdam and Rotterdam with a two year course had obtained good results, just
as all the schools with a two year course founded since 1930. The Minister did not
fear any reduction in the general aspects of industrial education, referring to the
possibility of subsequent evening courses. Furthermore, he stressed the
psychological factor that productive work at labour places was more rewarding
than work at school. A system of industrial education with two year courses would
still be better compared to other European countries. Finally, the Minister
advanced the argument, originally made in the CNV report, that school capacity
would be largely extended without higher costs .104)

The draft of law with proposals for budget cuts was discussed between
members of the Government and Parliament in a preliminary deliberation. This
deliberation had far reaching procedural effects. As the proposals for cuts on the
expenditure of education were controversial, they were taken out of the general
draft of law, and put into a separate draft for education only. Furthermore, some
proposals requiring no consent from Parliament, those on higher and industrial
education in particular, did not need to follow the further parliamentary procedure
but could be the subject of decrees. Soon, the Minister took the required actions.
By means of a letter dated the 11th of July, he informed the schools that they had
to transform the three year course to a two year course . At that time, only105)

twelve of the 92 technical craft schools had a two year course . The raising of106)

the age of admission was put into effect in a Royal Decree of the 6th of August
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1935. The entry requirements were either twelve years and eight months of age
and sufficient primary education, or twelve years of age and evidence of
completion of the seventh year of primary education . The Minister had altered107)

his original proposal by lowering the required age for admission to the age of
twelve years and eight months. Both measures affected the courses starting after
the summer of 1935.

The first time Members of Parliament could discuss these measures was at the
treatise of the 1936 budget on education. Besides consent and support, many
parliamentarians offered criticism, although in different degrees . Some108)

members disputed the competence of the Minister to independently reduce the
course duration. This was seen as contradictory to the Industrial Education Act's
intentions. Other members did not dispute the Minister's competence, but
complained about being left out of the proceedings after the presentation of the
initial proposal to Parliament, and the Minister's apparent willingness to discuss
the relevant proposals with Parliament . Moreover, the two measures109)

themselves were heavily criticized. Raising the age of admission was especially
criticized with regard to industrial education for girls. At the same time, the
cancellation of the proposal to raise the age to 13 years of age was welcomed. The
reduction in course duration was criticized for several reasons, such as the need
of competent workers, need for sufficient general education as part of schooling,
the danger of unemployment at an earlier age, and the risk of school failures.
Others did not dispute the measure as such, but called for differentiation according
to trades and regions, allowing some schools to maintain a three year course. The
few members who defended the measure referred to the CNV report and the good
results of the actual schools with two year courses.

The Minister answered that he was authorized by the act to issue guidelines
on course duration, and that the advantages of the reduction were often
disregarded while the disadvantages were overestimated . He disagreed with the110)

argument that the educative value of schooling would diminish: the age of
admission was raised, the time table still called for six or seven weekly lessons in
general subjects, and more students were expected to attend supplementary
education in the future. Moreover, reduction in course duration had the great
advantage that 50 % more students could attend school. He disregarded the
assumed disadvantages by pointing to the results of the schools which had
voluntarily chosen a two year course. The Minister scarcely wanted to allow
exceptions for the reduction. However, all common lower technical craft schools
had to provide a two year course, as no criteria could distinguish between two and
three year schools. In a parliamentary debate, the Minister also pointed at the
contradictory views of relevant authorities. His main new argument concerned the
goal of industrial education. This goal was not a complete training as skilled
worker, but only its foundation. The remainder of the training would be situated
at the work place. Starting from only a foundation for training, a two year course,
possibly supplemented by evening courses afterwards, was defendable.
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Furthermore, the Minister referred to the financial cuts, and the psychological and
pedagogical advantage of productive work at a younger age . A motion of the111)

Social Democrats requiring a reconsideration of the reduction in course duration
was defeated with 62 to 24 votes. Although they had voiced objections against an
overall reduction, members from the Catholic, Liberal, and second Protestant
factions voted against the motion. They accepted the Minister's statement that
three year courses would be allowed in special cases, even though the Minister had
not allowed new cases compared to his memorandum in reply. Members of the
First Chamber also asked for a reconsideration, but this was once again in vain

.112)

In subsequent years, some Members of Parliament continued to dispute the
reduction of course duration. The Minister defended his original decision, and
added the argument that the measure had full effect only in 1938, and that he
wanted to await the results. Furthermore, a longer course would lead to the
problem of accommodating 50 % more students. The Minister wanted to prevent
students from evading the reduced duration of courses by attending a second field
of profession . Private and professional organizations also continued their113)

opposition to the two year courses. In February 1936 once again, the National
Union of Trade Associations, NVV, sent an address to the Minister requesting
decisions from the Minister following his promises in the parliamentary debate in
December 1935 on possible exceptions to the duration of courses . In 1937, the114)

Union of Teachers of Industrial Education sent an address to the Minister
objecting to the two year courses for all common industrial schools, and requesting
a committee to make inquiries about the desired course duration. The Minister
refused this request . The Association of Directorates of Industrial Schools put115)

up with the reduction of course duration at technical craft schools, and published
a curriculum for a two year course to enable schools to adjust to the new situation

.116)

A side effect of the cuts was the increased co-operation between organizations
regarding industrial education. Besides the collaboration in the joint Committee
of Action on course duration, organizations of directors, teachers, and boards as
well as general organizations for furtherance of industrial education worked
together on more issues such as salary matters , the organization of courses to117)

prepare for the examination as a industrial teacher, the withdrawal of the Stop
Article, the cuts on evening industrial education and the courses for preparatory
middle technical education. According to the example of other types of education,
the professional groups in industrial education requested the instalment of
organized talks on the legal status of teachers between the Department and the
professional groups. This request was granted in 1935. The Royal Decree of 1935
on the legal status of teachers and directors stated that a Committee for Organized
Talks could be installed by the Minister . A few months later, the Minister118)

installed such a committee. It consisted of officials and representatives of 15
professional groups . The officials were the general inspector Hofstede and two119)
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inspectors of industrial education.

Under Nazi-German occupation (1940-1945). During the period of Nazi-
German occupation from May 1940 until May 1945, the Government resided in
London. The Minister of Education, left-wing Liberal teacher and inspector of
education G. Bolkestein, who had been appointed in 1939, did not have any actual
authority. The remaining officials in the Department in The Hague continued the
management of the educational system under new authorities . Besides, the120)

inspectorate remained intact. The officials and inspectors were an important factor
in the attempt for continuation of pre-war policies in industrial education.

At first, the new authorities continued the former education. However, after
some time, Jewish teachers and students were excluded, the subject of German
language was introduced along with the subject of physical education . The121)

adoption of physical education had already been resolved before the war, although
the Nazis intended to give it a more military substance . The main professional122)

organization, the Union of Teachers of Industrial Education which was able to
function until 1944 , approved of the introduction of physical education in123)

programs, but objected to a reduction of lessons in the remaining subjects.
Physical education had to be either extracurricular or part of a three year course

. Private education, especially denominational primary education, however also124)

most of industrial education, met with regulations from the new authorities
regarding the appointment of teachers as a first step towards State control of all
education . Although these measures were resisted in primary education, no125)

active opposition was known from industrial education.
In an official article from 1942, the reduction of course duration to two years

was favourably evaluated. The arguments were the reduction of costs, an increase
in number of students, a revision of course contents, a decrease in drop-out, and
the smoother transition from school to work. The original arguments against the
reduction were waived aside. The fear of insufficient preparation, or lack of
general education, for instance, had not become real. Extending the courses to
three years was renouced. The capacity of the schools to keep students for a longer
period of time was not sufficient, the costs of teaching materials for the third year
would be excessive, and the foundation of more industrial education schools
should have priority . The officials, therefore, supported a course duration of126)

two years.
In 1942, the duration of compulsory education was prolonged from seven to

eight years after the start of primary education. At the same time, the entry
requirements to technical craft schools were raised to completion of the first year
of extended primary education or the seventh year of primary education . The127)

raise of the entry requirements was welcomed by the Union of Teachers in
Industrial Education, as students would enter the industrial schools with a higher
level of previous education. At the same time, it was dissented because the schools
would suffer a reduction in number of students. Therefore, the Union successfully
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asked for temporary regulations . The Head of the Department of Education,128)

professor in the German language J. van Dam, granted schools permission to
continue the former entry regulations. Also in 1942, the Department issued that
all new craft schools should be public schools . This measure was possibly part129)

of a long term Nazi strategy to make all private education public.
In 1943, the Department issued new guidelines for the timetables of lower

technical craft schools, starting from 38½ clock hours each week, divided into 16
lessons of 3/4 hour for the theoretical subjects and 26½ full hours for drawing and
practice. The new subjects, German language and physical education, were fitted
into the existing program by reducing the duration of lessons in theoretical
subjects and the number of lessons in practical subjects . The Union of Teachers130)

of Industrial Education objected to the new guidelines for the timetables, as the
new subjects were fitted in at the cost of the other subjects. In general, the
program was regarded as excessively loaded for a two year course .131)

During the last years of the war, conditions for technical education
deteriorated. Several teachers were sent to work in Germany. Furthermore, school
equipment was confiscated, paper and other teaching materials lacked, and the
public transportation system hardly functioned. The evening schools were also
troubled by blackout and curfew regulations, leading to an almost complete halt
of education in the year '44-'45. As a result of war activities, twelve industrial
schools were totally destroyed, 42 were severely damaged, and 47 were slightly
damaged .132)

Immediately after the war, all decrees, regulations etc. from the Nazi-
Germans were declared void. This included the extension of the number of years
of compulsory education from seven to eight and raising the entry requirements
for lower technical craft schools. Education had to be started soon, at the
beginning of a new school year. In July 1945, a ministerial circular letter was
issued with a table of weekly lessons for lower technical craft schools. In this
table, the subject of German language had disappeared, but physical education was
maintained as a new subject .133)

The educational facilities around 1945Facilities and
participation. Between 1920 and 1945, technical education
substantially evolved and differentiated. Around 1945, the
following types of technical education existed under the
jurisdiction of the Industrial Education Act:
- lower technical craft schools with a daytime course of

usually two years, including some company schools,
- lower evening technical education, the former drawing

schools or citizen evening schools, with a course up to
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five years, including some special courses,
- extended lower technical education, following the

technical craft school or five years of a technical
evening school, with usually a course of two years in
the evening or one year during the day, and preparatory
middle technical education, preparing for entry
examinations to middle technical schools, originally with
a two year course, later with a one year course ,134)

- middle and higher technical or industrial schools,
including the teacher training courses,

- apprenticeship systems at the work place .135)

The number of lower technical craft schools had risen
rapidly after 1920 as a result of the new Industrial
Education Act (table 6.2). The Stop Article of 1924 indeed
put a stop to this expansion. After the withdrawal of the
Stop Article in 1931, the number of schools rose once
again although at a slower pace. At the same time, the
number of courses for extended lower and preparatory
middle technical education rose. The number of schools
and courses for lower evening technical education dropped
back although they maintained to be the largest.

year lower evening extended middle &
technical craft schools lower higher schools

schools & preparatory
middle schools

1920  88      18 % 379      78 % 19      4 %
1925 103      21 % 352      73 % 10      2 % 19      4 %
1930 104      21 % 355      73 % 14      3 % 15      3 %
1935 112      24 % 317      68 % 21      5 % 15      3 %
1938 112      24 % 315      67 % 25      5 % 15      3 %
1945 127      32 % 234      58 % 37      9 % 24      6 %

Table 6.2: Number of schools and courses in technical
education 136)

During the whole period, the number of students at
lower technical craft schools more than thripled (table 6.3).
The increase was a result of many new schools in the early
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twenties, and a shift in choices by young people due to the
massive youth unemployment in the early thirties. At first,
the number of students at evening schools increased, but
dropped back later. In 1945, the number of students at
lower technical craft schools outnumbered those at the
evening schools. The number of students in all other types
of technical education increased sharply between 1938
and 1945.

yea lower evening extended middle & apprentice
r technical schools lower & higher ship

craft schools preparator schools systems
y middle
schools

19 11.808  32.685  3213   6,7
20 24,8 % 68,5 %  441   0,8 %
19 17.791  35.507  % 2511   4,5 2542   3,7
25 31,6 % 63,1 %  748   1,1 % %
19 21.337  40.526  % 3268   4,8 2128   3,0
30 31,2 % 59,2 % 1151   1,6 % %
19 30.302  33.326  % 3188   4,5 2614   3,1
35 43,2 % 47,5 % 1762   2,1 % %
19 31.970  42.750  % 4105   4,9 5516   6,4
38 38,4 % 51,4 % 2650   3,1 % %
19 38.065  31.443  % 7958   9,3
45 44,5 % 36,7 % %

Table 6.3: Number of students in technical education 137)

Due to the irregular rise in the number of schools and
the reduction in course duration completed in 1938, the
average number of students per year per school strongly
increased until 1935, and slowly increased after this year
(table 6.4). The increase in number of students was even
higher on an annual base, when the reduction in course
duration from three to two years is taken into account.
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year 1920 1925 1930 1935 1938 1945

number of students 11.8 17.7 20.9 29.6 31.1 36.7
number of schools 08 91 40 99 43 22
average number of students 88 103 103 110 110 123
per school 134 173 203 270 283 299
duration of courses 3 yrs. 3 yrs. 3 yrs. 3 yrs. 2 yrs. 2 yrs.
average number of students 3.93 5.93 6.98 9.90 15.5 18.3
per year 6 0 0 0 72 61
average per year per school 45 58 68 90 142 149

Table 6.4.: Number of students at lower technical craft
schools

per year and per school 138)

Evening and daytime education had been contending
types of education around 1920. Within this period, the
distinction between daytime and evening education was
drawn more sharply. Students were not allowed to attend
evening and daytime education at the same time . In the139)

early thirties, attendance of lower technical evening
education dropped as a result of the economic depression.
This type of education was attended by young people with
a daytime job. Massive unemployment made such a
combination less likely. After the reduction in course
duration at lower technical craft schools, evening
education profited, and its attendance increased once
again. More young people, having completed lower
technical daytime education, went on to attend a
supplementary evening course . The war circumstances140)

caused another severe drop in number of students.
The apprenticeship system had not immediately profited

from its legal recognition in the Industrial Education Act. In
1925, only three systems received State subsidy for a total
of ƒ 10.900,-, namely the systems in Drenthe, Western
Friesland, and Maastricht . The slow start of the141)

apprenticeship system was due to a number of reasons. At
first, it was seen only as an alternative to the industrial
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school. An apprentice received practical training, but hardly
any theoretical schooling. Private initiative had to be
convinced of the usefulness of this system, while the
economical situation was hard. Bosses were rarely willing
to formally enrol apprentices, and no control existed over
training conditions . The more rapid increase after 1935142)

had several reasons. First, it was an unintended effect of
the reduction in course duration. More students needed an
apprenticeship after completion of the reduced course to
round up their vocational training. Second, the system was
stimulated by a change in the decree on conditions for
subsidy in 1937 . Third, in 1941 and 1942, employers143)

in the metal and electrotechnical industries established
foundations to co-ordinate the apprenticeship systems in
these industries in an effort to keep control of industrial life
away from collaborating organizations . The number of144)

apprentices rose until 8386 trained by 2574 employers in
1946 . The apprenticeship system not only had changed145)

quantitatively, but also qualitatively. Formerly, the system
was an alternative to the industrial school. Later, the
system was increasingly attended by students after
completion of the industrial school. Instead of being an
alternative, the system took on a position as
supplementary to industrial schooling .146)

The growth of the number of students in daytime
technical education was complemented by a rise in
participation in industrial education for girls, more extended
primary education, and the diverse forms of general
secondary education and the gymnasia as appears from
table 6.5.
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yea on age primary  & and
r 12-19 education secondary vocational

populati extended academic education industrial
continued & pre- technical other

education education
stud.   prop. stud.   prop. stud.   prop. stud.   prop.

19 1.101.9    74.963    49.831    47.706     60.824  
20 21 68,0 45,2 43,3 55,2
19   58.957   56.250    93.527
25 1.181.7    86.372    59.092   65.879    102.591  
19 92 73,1 50,0 55,7 86,8
30    99.645   71.263   67.967   102.173
19 1.300.5   109.626    82.238   80.587   121.106  
35 55 84,3 63,2   80.116  93,1
19   141.819   90.271 62,0   126.122
38
19
45

Table 6.5: Students in post-primary education 147)

The figures concern daytime and evening education. When
daytime education is considered separately, the increase of
both general and industrial post-primary education
continues to hold. In 1930, 107 out of 1000 young people
aged 12-18 years attended daytime general education, and
56 attended industrial education. In 1940, these numbers
were 144 for general education and 84 for industrial
education . The rate between general post-primary148)

education and industrial education had therefore not
particularly changed. The table concerns the attendance of
the total age group. Considering the shorter courses in
daytime industrial education, young people after the
primary school chose almost equally between general and
industrial education. As technical education was only
attended by boys, their proportion at these schools would
be around two times their proportion in the total group.

The amount of State subsidy to lower technical craft
schools rose sharply until 1922, but was subsequently
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kept under tight control. The highest amount in the State
budget until 1940 was in 1932 with ƒ 5.596.000,-. The
control of the budget implied a stabilization of the average
amount of subsidy per school, and a lower average amount
per student resulting in an even lower average than at the
start of this period (table 6.6).

year 1920 1925 1930 1935 1938

amount of State subsidy (x 1.864, 4.130, 5.132, 4.669, 4.735,
ƒ 1000) 5 0 0 5 2
average State subsidy per 21.18 40.09 49.82 42.45 43.04
school (ƒ) 8 7 5 0 7
average State subsidy per 158 232 245 157 152
student (ƒ)

Table 6.6: Amount of State subsidy to lower technical
craft schools 149)

The contents. During this period, the contents of lower
technical daytime education was more pronounced. Lower
technical craft schools trained for craft labour in mainly
small or medium industries. They were based on the same
formula as the first technical craft school in 1861: a
combination of theoretical and practical subjects. The
theory concerned both professional and general subjects.
The Act of 1919 had prescribed that the schools should
base their curriculum on general education, and extend on
it. Until 1935, most schools had a three year course with
36 lessons of one hour each week. No specific national
guidelines existed with regard to the subjects and their
number of weekly lessons. In 1935, the duration of
courses was regulated nationally by the Minister. All
schools had a two year course after 1935 except for one
school for electrotechnics, the schools for typography, and
the disciplinary schools which were allowed a three year
course. The two year course was the Minister's first
specific guideline with regard to the lower technical craft
school's curriculum. In 1932 and 1935, the Minister had
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also issued directives for the average and minimum number
of students in the classes.

The guidelines with regard to the contents were
extended even more. A circular letter from the Minister in
1935 offered a model for the weekly lessons at lower
technical craft schools. Although the schools were free to
deviate from this model, it served as an example for all
schools, and the actual deviations were not great. The
timetable started from 44 weekly lessons each 7/8th hour:
eight lessons on weekly days and four lessons on
Saturday. In 1945, new guidelines were issued. The main
difference compared to the guidelines of 1935 was the
introduction of the subject of physical education.
Furthermore, the hours for the Dutch language in the
second grade were extended. The extension of the general
subjects was realized by cuts in the hours for professional
drawing and particularly practical exercise. Table 6.7
shows the general model of weekly lessons.

subject subject group
1935 1945

1st 2nd 1st 2nd
grade grade grade grade

Dutch language  2  1  2  2
arithmetics, geometry  4  3  4  3
physics, mechanics  1  2  1  2
physical educationgeneral subjects  - 7  - 6  2 9  2 9
materials and tools  1  1  1  1
professional knowledgeprofessional subjects  3 4  2 3  3 4  3 4
general drawing  2  2  2  2
professional drawing drawing  8 10  7 9  7 9  7 9
practical exercises practice 23 23 26 26 22 22 22 22

total number of weekly lessons 44 44 44 44

Table 6.7: Weekly lessons on lower technical craft
schools
according to Ministerial guidelines from 1935 and 1945

150)

The circular letter of 1935 mentioned ten fields of
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professions in which technical craft schools could train.
These fields were the most common, to be given at
schools throughout the nation. The ten fields of
professions were: a) smith and fitter b) motor vehicle and
bicycle repairer, c) electro-technician, d) instrument-maker
(precision fitter), e) carpenter, f) bricklayer, g) copper, lead
and zinc worker, h) furnisher, i) painter, and j) tailor .151)

Besides these fields, some technical craft schools prepared
for specific professions to be given at only one or a few
locations. Remarkably, in 1935 the Minister emphasized
that the goal of industrial education was not a complete
training for the skilled worker but only its foundation. In
practice, the Minister's remark was reflected in the
increasing number of graduates from lower technical craft
schools who attended a form of education afterwards,
such as extended lower technical education, preparatory
middle technical education, or the apprenticeship system.

On the whole, courses had become subject to several
Ministerial guidelines regarding the subjects, timetables,
course duration, entry requirements, and the fields of
profession.
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CORRESPONDENCE DIVERSITY

EXTERNAL Technical craft schools Regional differences
/ preparing for an increasing according to trades
SOCIAL- number of professional provided at schools
CULTURAL fields Craft training mainly for

small and medium
industries

INTERNAL Combination of theoretical No uniform time tables
/ LOGICAL and practical subjects although departmental

2-year course guidelines
More uniform level of Choice in fields of
admission profession
Clearer distinction between Increase in evening
lower, extended lower, education and
preparatory middle and apprenticeships after
middle technical education completion of technical

craft school

Scheme 6.1: characteristics of the contents
of lower technical education around 1945

InterpretationThis section gives an interpretation in four
steps. First, it reviews the issues of interaction. Second, it
interprets the interaction according to the diverse types of
corporate action and to primary action. Third, it interprets
the changes as a result of interaction in terms of the
system characteristics, and finally, it discusses the relation
between system change and interaction.

The issues. The issues at stake in the interaction were
resolved as follows. The first issue was the elaboration of
lower technical daytime education. Within a few years
after adoption of the Industrial Education Act, many new
schools were founded or were proposed. This caused a
sharp increase in State subsidies in addition to the higher
costs of teachers. The automatism of State subsidies
ceased soon and never reappeared. First, the Minister
decided not to subsidize all new schools. Second, new
schools or school extensions were excluded as a result of
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the Stop Article in the Act of 1924. Third, after 1931 the
increase in number of schools was related to State
finances. Despite the stop or conditioned growth in the
number of schools, the number of students continued to
increase. Parallel to the expansion of lower technical
education, extended lower technical education and
preparatory middle technical education were founded. The
step from lower technical craft school to middle technical
education was regulated in the thirties as a result of the
introduction of a theoretical entry examination.
Furthermore, the need for training teachers at technical
craft schools arose. On private initiative, training courses
were set up.

The second issue was the extent of control by the State
and the relation between State control and private
initiative. The decrees for implementation of the Act of
1919 had already provided a list of school subjects. Due to
the financial circumstances, the State was forced to exert
an increasing extent of control on industrial education. This
control was only related to the number of schools and the
conditions for State subsidy at first. The conditions
primarily concerned material circumstances, such as the
number of lessons given by teachers, the number of
students in classes, and teachers' salaries. In the thirties,
this range was extended by regulating the age of admission
and course duration. Furthermore, guidelines were issued
on timetables. In the forties, new subjects such as physical
education and, only temporarily, German language were
made compulsory. The extent of control had therefore
expanded from material conditions to course contents. At
the same time, private and local initiative were largely
restricted. For example, while course duration was
regarded as a pedagogical issue of the schools in the
twenties, this pedagogical autonomy was no longer
recognized in 1935.
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The third issue was the relation with religion. Furcation
of industrial schools to religion was introduced during this
period. Furcation was not widely spread, as the number of
new schools was limited due to the Stop Act in the
twenties, the continued budget control in the thirties, and
the official policy to allow new public schools only during
the war. The reasons for denominational schools varied
from principal ones, namely the parents' right to have their
child educated in the desired spirit, to practical ones,
namely the need for a new school. Denominational need
was reason enough to grant a new school permission
under the rule of the Stop Act.

The interaction. Scheme 6.2 summarizes the degree of
presence of the activities of educational interest groups to
the eight types of corporate action.

TYPE OF ACTIVITY DEGREE

political manipulation very strong (Governmental and Ministerial
political transaction decrees)
external transaction strong (State subsidies, retrenchment)
external pressure strong, but diminishing (private financial
administrative contributions)
manipulation weak
administrative medium (financial control by Department)
initiation medium (retrenchment committees)
internal initiation weak (teacher training)
professional pressure medium (protests against cuts and

centralization)

Scheme 6.2: Degree of presence of activities of interest
groups

The tendency in the former period towards an
increasing involvement of political groups, especially with
manipulation of power, continued during this period. Royal
Decrees were issued and revised on several topics. The
original act was changed to control the flow of subsidies
and Ministerial guidelines were given, the reduction in
course duration being the most significant one.
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Remarkably, the increasing political involvement only
concerned the Minister and his Department. Parliament and
its political factions became less important. On the other
hand, the originally strongest type of activity, external
groups using financial resources, had diminished
significantly. This was accompanied by an increase of
political transaction in the form of State subsidies and
obligatory municipal contributions. The dependency on
State subsidies was so important that without it maintening
a school was almost impossible. The increased significance
of political groups was complemented by a more significant
role of administrative groups, both enforcing the official
policies and preparing new political decisions, particularly
with regard to the control of State finances. Professional
groups also became more active, although they were
forced to shift their activity from the use of expertise to
that of political power.

Besides corporate action, the actions of primary actors
have been regarded in three steps: the available options,
their evaluation by primary actors, and the subsequent
decisions. The options available to boys during this period
did not change principally. The supply of educational
facilities after the primary school only increased
quantitatively. Initially, the evaluation of the options did not
change much. The main difference was the overall increase
of participation in education, divided rather evenly between
general and industrial education. However, most boys tried
to find a job after primary school without even attending a
form of evening education. The school fees were still
relatively high, depending on the family income and the
number of young children in the family. The charge of
school fees varied between schools . The increase in152)

student numbers in the twenties was mainly the result of
the increase in supply of schools. In the thirties, the
evaluation of the available options shifted as a result of the
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rise of youth unemployment. As jobs were scarce,
especially for young people, and income after primary
school was no longer guaranteed, the loss of income
during a time of prolonged schooling became less
significant. The reduced course duration meant that an
eventual loss of income lasted for a shorter period.
Furthermore, labour prospects were regarded better after
completion of a type of industrial education. As a result,
parents consented to their children attending school for a
longer period of time. As industrial education offered
education and qualification for craft labour, it became more
popular among young people . The increase in the153)

number of students at technical craft schools in the thirties
was the result of both corporate action, with the result of
shorter courses, and primary action. Primary action had
thus become a significant factor, partly independent from
corporate action. The latter, however, remained the most
important.

The system characteristics. The interactions resulted in
changes in the structural relations of the subsystem of
lower technical daytime education. These changes have
been reviewed to three relevant types of relations. The first
relation is to the relevant social institutions, State,
economy, and religion. In this period, the State and
specifically the Minister and his Department became more
involved with lower technical education. At first, this was
obvious from the decision to allow the Minister more
freedom to refuse new schools. Besides, schools had to
extensively report to the Department on their financial
situation in order to receive State subsidy, even as to the
private situation of teachers as far as was relevant for their
salaries and pensions. Later on, the Minister provided
specific guidelines for course duration, timetables, and
class size. Although the Industrial Education Act was
based on the idea of freedom of action for schools, in order
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to let them adapt more readily to social change, the act
turned out to be an instrument of centralization in the
hands of the Minister. The wish to regulate only the
essential things in the act had been accompanied by the
Minister's authority to provide more specific guidelines. In
1919, this authority was used to an end which had not
been foreseen. An essential issue such as course duration
was decided even outside Parliament. The degree of
centralization was even more remarkable as the Minister
refused to differentiate between schools with respect to
age of admission between schools for boys and girls, or to
course duration between country and city schools.
Although, as an exception, some schools were allowed a
course longer than two years, the general regulation did
not differentiate between schools. The wish to make
uniform regulations prevailed above the distinct needs of
specific schools. At the same time, the relation between
lower technical education and the economical sector
showed an opposite tendency. The increase in number of
schools and, above all, the number of students implied that
economy could profit more from graduates from lower
technical craft schools. Furthermore, the schools continued
to increase their number of professional fields, and to
adapt their practical subjects to changes in that field of
profession. On the other hand, the centralization by the
State hindered schools to more freely adjust their programs
according to economical needs. The extensive
unemployment and the increased use of evening education
after completion of the daytime school indicated that the
direct relation between school and work place became less
intense. Religion also became a relevant social institution.
On a small scale, denominational technical craft schools
came into being.

The second relevant type of relation is between the
system of lower technical education and the general
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educational system. The increase of centralization implied
a stronger relation with the educational system and the
department which headed it administratively. The relations
with other types of education were more pronounced. The
relation with primary education was clarified due to the
new entry requirements. The relation between the different
types of technical education also became clearer,
especially with the introduction of extended lower technical
education and the courses for preparatory middle technical
education. Lower technical education and industrial
education for girls were treated in the same manner. The
change in course duration was accompanied by the
maintenance of general subjects. Industrial education was
still based on and extended to general education. The
guidelines of 1945 even meant a slight increase in general
subjects.

The last relevant type of relation regards the internal
relations of the system of lower technical education. As
schools had to conform to an increasing number of
regulations from the Department, the differences between
schools diminished. These regulations came forth from the
conditions for State subsidy, retrenchment measures, and
the curriculum guidelines. Although regional differences
continued to be important, especially with regard to the
need of craftsmen for local industries, schools grew more
alike nationally. The main difference between schools lay
in the professional fields which were offered. Nevertheless,
slight variations in the timetables were possible. Until
1935, a difference existed in course duration for the
common technical craft school. A new distinction between
schools was based on denomination, particularly in larger
cities.

Scheme 6.3 compares the three types of relation.
Between 1920 and 1945, the structural relations on all
three levels became stronger, reflecting a growth of the
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subsystem. However, the relations had not equally
increased in strength. First, the relations with the State and
the educational system increased more than the internal
relations and the relation with the economy. Second, the
relations of correspondence expanded more than the
relations of diversity.

level/relati CORRESPONDENCE DIVERSITY
on

ENVIRONME Greater relation to Less possibilities to adapt to
NT industries due to the economic changes

increase of schools and Local variations in
students professional fields
Stronger relation to the Differentiation according to
State denomination

EDUCATION Regulation of entry Distinction with regard to
AL SYSTEM requirements other types of post-primary

More conformation to education
Ministerial and
Governmental regulations
More correspondence with
other types of industrial
education

SUBSYSTEM Prescription for course Differences according to
OF LOWER duration professional fields, however
TECHNICAL Guidelines for timetables to a diminishing degree
EDUCATION Evening education as a Distinction with extended

possible supplement lower and preparatory middle
technical education
distinction according to
denomination

Scheme 6.3: Structural characteristics of technical
education

The subsystem had both grown quantitatively and was
more strongly incorporated into the educational system. It
was a more prominent subsystem of the national system.
Although lower technical education could still be regarded
as a more independent subsystem of the educational
system than other subsystems, the differences had
diminished. The former relatively decentralized system had
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gradually been transformed towards a more centralized
system.

Conclusion. The transition from a relatively independent
and decentralized subsystem of lower technical education
towards a more centralized subsystem, related more
closely to the State and incorporated into the existing
educational system, was partly the intended result of
interest groups' activities, but largely their unintended
result. The Industrial Education Act had emanated from
private initiative as a constitutive force, and had tried to
facilitate it. In fact, private local groups proposed new
schools or school extensions. The need for technically
qualified labourers and boys' desire to improve their labour
market position also led to both more supply and demand
of lower technical education.

However, the unintended consequence was a
corresponding sharp increase in State subsidies. When the
economic situation deteriorated at the same time, the
increase in subsidies led inevitably to a State policy for
control of the budget for industrial education. The Minister
used his assumed authority to refuse new schools. When
this authority was challenged, a complete halt to new
schools was declared, later on transformed into a very
conditioned possibility. When the economic situation
deteriorated even furhter, the Minister made use of the
authority granted to him in the act to issue decrees and
guidelines. Initially, this authority only concerned material
conditions, such as the number of lessons, class size, and
teachers' salaries. Later on, this authority was also used to
restrict the contents of lower technical education, namely
by a reduction of course duration from three to two years
and guidelines for the timetables. The extent of State
control was therefore widened. The ministerial authority
was used to another end than originally intended. The act
had deliberately been a general one, not attempting to
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hinder private initiative in developing technical education.
For instance, Parliament had deliberately left the regulation
of course duration out of the act, not to enable the
Minister to regulate this but to allow schools to determine
this themselves. Besides, the original intention of
Parliament was that all schools which met the conditions
would be subsidized. The increase of State control and
regulation was criticized by external and professional
groups. External groups, although principally in favour of
private initiative, did not act against the tendency of
centralization on a large scale, mostly as their schools had
become dependent on the financial means of the State.
Professional groups, although not principally opposed to
more State regulation, reacted more strongly as State
measures worsened both the position of teachers and the
quality of education and educational circumstances. The
increased centralization was partly a consequence of an
imperfection in the original act. It had allowed for private
initiative and guaranteed subsidies without a possibility for
State control. The increase of centralization was consistent
with the already rather centralized general educational
system.

The measures to restrict the expenses of lower
technical craft schools had significant unintended effects.
The reduction in course duration implied a lower threshold
for prolonged education. When this occurred in a time of
strongly diminished chances for acquiring a job after the
primary school, attendance at lower technical craft schools
rose rapidly. The intended cuts were hardly realized, due to
the increasing number of students. Another effect of the
reduced course duration was a shift in the social
composition of the student population. The increase of
school attendance implied that lower technical education
was attended by more youth from the lower classes. A
final effect was an increase in attendance at extended
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lower technical and preparatory middle technical education
and the apprenticeship system after completion of the
technical craft school.

The system of lower technical education was also
furcated according to denomination. This furcation was
partly the result of interest parties' actions, particularly the
Catholics, but hardly intended by most parties. It was
largely a consequence of an educational system which was
already furcated. Moreover, most Ministers of Education
came from a denominational party and discouraged any
such development. Denominational need was one of the
few grounds of exception to the rule that no new schools
could be founded. At the same time, the restriction of the
number of schools also limited the spread of
denominational schools.

Although still rather independent from other
subsystems, on the whole the former decentralized
subsystem of lower technical education had become a
more centralized subsystem of the educational system.
This centralization was both the unforeseen consequence
of the original subsystem and its relation to the general
system, and an effect of the actions of the Government to
control State expenditure. The actual development of the
subsystem towards more centralization and incorporation
was not intended by anyone, although specific
developments were intended by some. For the next period,
it is interesting whether the tendency of centralization is
permanent or only temporal.


